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Abstract
We investigate how the choice of the neighborhood can in/uence the computation ability
of two-dimensional cellular automata. We present also a strict inclusion between low and high
complexity classes of two-dimensional cellular automata.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Cellular automata (CA) emerge as a relevant model of massively parallel computa-
tion. In this paper we investigate CA computation ability relatively to their
neighborhood. It is known that what is computable by a d-dimensional CA with any
neighborhood can be simulated by a d-dimensional CA with nearest neighborhood.
In the case of sequential input mode, Cole [1] showed that any one-dimensional lan-
guage recognized by a d-dimensional iterative array with any neighborhood is also
recognized in the same time complexity by a d-dimensional iterative array with near-
est neighborhood. Moreover, Mazoyer et al. [6] proved that in dimension 1, for any
positive integers p; q and for any CA with neighborhood {−p; : : : ; 0; : : : ; p}, there ex-
ists another CA with neighborhood {−q; : : : ; 0; : : : ; q} which is time-wise equivalent.
In this paper, we will work in the same framework than Smith [8]. He studied two-
dimensional bounded CA (2CA) and their recognition capability for two-dimensional
languages (picture languages). In particular, he emphasized the recognition power of
2CA with Von Neumann neighborhood and with linear time complexity (time pro-
portional to the perimeter of the picture). Here we will compare the time complexity
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classes induced by various neighborhoods. The questions are the following. How does
the choice of the neighborhood in/uence the computation ability? Can we minimize
the size of the neighborhood without losing in time complexity? The purpose is also
to get a better understanding of classic neighborhoods in investigating general ones.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces deEnitions. Section 3 stresses
that one of the characteristic of a neighborhood is its convex hull. Section 4 presents
linear acceleration for a wide class of neighborhood types. Section 5 investigates reduc-
tion between diFerent neighborhoods. Section 6 exhibits limitations of the computation
ability for certain types of neighborhoods. Independently of neighborhood considera-
tions, Section 7 establishes a hierarchy between low and high complexity classes.
2. Denitions
A two-dimensional cellular automata is a two-dimensional array of identical Enite
automata (the cells) indexed by Z2. In vector notation each cell is identiEed to its
vector position c=(xc; yc). The communication links are Enite and uniform for every
cell. They are speciEed by a Enite subset of Z2 called the neighborhood. Each cell
takes on a value from a Enite set, the set of states. Cells evolve synchronously at
discrete time steps according to their neighborhood and to a transition function .
Formally, a two dimensional CA is a 3-tuple (S;V; ) where S is a Enite set of states,
the neighborhood V= {v1; : : : ; vk} is a Enite subset of Z2 and  : S |V| → S is the
transition function. A site (c; t) denotes the cell c at time t and 〈c; t〉 denotes its state.
For time t¿0, we have 〈c; t + 1〉= (〈c + v1; t〉; : : : ; 〈c + vk ; t〉).
In order to compare the in/uence of distinct neighborhoods on the computation abil-
ity, we will look at CA as language recognizer. To specify language recognition, we
distinguish two subsets of S :  and Saccept; corresponds to the alphabet of the lan-
guage and Saccept is the subset of accepting states. We identify the cell 0=(0; 0) as
the distinguished cell which communicates with outside. Let us recall some deEnitions
related to two-dimensional languages. A picture p over an alphabet  is a m× n array
of elements of . (m; n) refers to the size of the picture, [m; n] stands for {c∈N2 :
xc¡m; yc¡n} and p(c), with c∈ [m; n], denotes the element on line xc and column yc.
∗∗ denotes the set of all pictures over . A two-dimensional language over  is a
subset of ∗∗. On the CA we consider only parallel input mode: at initial time 0 the
symbol p(c) of the input picture p is fed to the cell c. We assume that the computa-
tion is bounded in space: the cells c =∈ [m; n] remain in a special state ] during all the
computation. We say that a CA accepts the picture p in t steps if the distinguished
cell 0 enters an accepting state at time t. Let T be a function from N2 to N. We say
that a CA recognizes the language L in time T if it accepts the pictures p∈L of size
(m; n) in at most T (m; n) steps. Among these complexities T , the real time function
rtV(m; n) corresponds to the minimal time needed by the distinguished cell 0 to re-
ceive any particular part of the input. Its speciEcation depends on the neighborhood
V. We say that a CA with neighborhood V works in real time modulo a constant if
there exists a constant  such that for all m; n : T (m; n)6rtV(m; n) + . We say that a
CA with neighborhood V works in linear time if there exists a constant  such that
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for all m; n : T (m; n)6 rtV(m; n). CAV(T ) will denote the class of two-dimensional
languages recognized in time T by a CA with V neighborhood. And rtCAV (respec-
tively, ltCAV) stands for the class of two-dimensional languages recognized in real
time modulo a constant (respectively linear time) by a CA with neighborhood V. We
will say that two neighborhoods V and V′ are time-wise equivalent if there exists
a constant  such that for all functions T , CAV(rtV + T )⊂CAV′(rtV′ + T + ) and
CAV′(rtV′ + T )⊂CAV(rtV + T + ).
Let us look more precisely at the neighborhood. The most classic neighborhoods
are the Von Neumann neighborhood VVN = {v∈Z2 : ‖v‖161} (where ‖v‖1 denotes
|xv| + |yv|) and the Moore neighborhood VMoore = {v∈Z2 : ‖v‖∞61} (where ‖v‖∞
denotes max(|xv|; |yv|)). For a speciEc neighborhood V, the spread of elementary in-
formations throughout the array provides a characterization of V. We Erst give an
example.
Example 1. For instance, consider the neighborhoodV={(0; 0); (1; 1); (0;−1); (−1; 0)}.
Fig. 1(a) depicts on each cell c, distV(c) which is the minimal number of steps re-
quired for an information to move from the cell c to the cell 0. In a more readable
way, Fig. 1(b) enlightens the cells with the same value by contour lines. Observe that
these diFerent fronts correspond to successive zooms of the convex hull of V. The
extrema (1; 1); (0;−1); (−1; 0) describe a radial partition of Z2 in cones.
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Fig. 1. The diFerent fronts of the neighborhood V.
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Now we review some deEnitions. The sum of two sets X ⊂Z2 and Y ⊂Z2 is
X ⊕Y = {x + y : x∈X; y∈Y} where x + y denotes the vector sum. kX stands for
{kx : x∈X }. The discrete convex hull of V is denoted by CH(V). That is the smallest
convex polygon in Z2 which encloses all vectors vi ∈V identiEed to points. EX(V)
refers to the vertices of CH(V) which are called the extrema of V. A neighborhood
is said convex when V=CH(V). CH(kV) represents the convex ball of V of radius
k; the set of its extrema is kEX(V).
The cone between two consecutive vectors in the counterclockwise order e and
f is denoted by cone(e; f). Let distV(u) be the minimal number of steps to move
from the cell u to the cell 0; that is distV(u)= min(r ∈N : u= vi 1 + · · · + vi r where
vi 1 ; : : : ; vi r ∈V). To estimate this minimal length, we consider the two consecutive ex-
trema e; f ∈EX(V) in the counterclockwise order which encompass u (u∈ cone(e; f)).
There exit two positive rational ;  such that u= e+  f . So the value (u)= + 
=((yf−ye)x+(xe−xf)y)=(xeyf−xfye) approximates distV(u). The velocities according
the axis are speciEed by ∇x =1=((1; 0)) and ∇y =1=((0; 1)).
We still need to give some precisions on the real time function. Formally, rtV(m; n)=
max(distV(u) : u∈ [m; n]). It is related to the perimeter [8]: for any neighborhood V,
there exist two constants 1; 2¿0 such that 1(m+ n)6rtV(m; n)62(m+ n). Further
notice that with a convex neighborhood V, we have dist(u)= (u). So in this case,
rtV(m; n)= max(V(u) : u∈ [m; n]). We will look in particular at neighborhoods with
at most an extremum in the interior to the Erst quadrant (the Erst quadrant refers to N2
and its interior refers to N2+). In this case, when there is no extremum in the interior
to the Erst quadrant (EX(V)∩N2+ =), rtV(m; n)= m=∇x + n=∇y. Also when there
exits exactly one extremum in the interior to the Erst quadrant (EX(V)∩N2+ = {e})
and ∇x6xe;∇y6ye, we have rtV(m; n)= max(m=∇x; n=∇y). See Fig. 2.
We say that a neighborhood V is full accessible when 0 belongs to V and infor-
mation can spread on every cells of Z2, i.e. for all u∈Z2, distV(u)¡∞. Throughout
this paper, we will only consider full accessibility communication.
We will use also the big-O, big-L and little-o notation. Let f and g two functions
from N to N. f is in O(g) if for some constant c and for any n greater than some
Fig. 2. The real time function.
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value n0, f(n)6cg(n). f is in L(g) if for some constants c1; c2 and for any n greater
than some value n0, c1g(n)6f(n)6c2g(n). f is in o(g) if for any positive constant c
and for any n greater than some value n0; f(n)¡cg(n).
3. Convex neighborhood
As preliminary remark one can easily see that the propagation of elementary infor-
mations for two neighborhoods which admit the same convex hull are almost identical.
Fig. 3 gives an example of this fact.
We may translate this feature as follows: if two neighborhoods admit the same
convex hull then they are time-wise equivalent. To compensate for the alteration of
the communication links, we will record in each cell a part of its neighborhood. The
problem of which part of the neighborhood should be copied in the cell might depend
on tessalation. The following fact gives some hints although it does not give a solution
with a minimal number of states.
Fact 1. Let V be a neighborhood of full accessibility. It exists a 1nite set P⊂Z2
such that CH(V)⊕P=EX(V)⊕P.
Proof. Fig. 4 gives an example with V= {(−1;−2); (0; 0); (0; 1); (1;−1); (1; 0);
(2; 1); (3; 1)} and P=CH(2V). First note that if P is a convex polygon then
CH(V)⊕P is a convex polygon and is equal to CH(EX(V)⊕P). Second, pro-
vided EX(V)⊕P is a convex polygon, CH(EX(V)⊕P)=EX(V)⊕P. Therefore
it suMces to exhibit a convex polygon P such that EX(V)⊕P is convex. Consider
CH(kV). It is a convex polygon for all positive integer k. It remains to verify that for a
k large enough EX(V)⊕CH(kV) is convex. Remark that CH(EX(V)⊕CH(kV))=
CH((k + 1)V). Consider v∈CH((k + 1)V). As V is of full accessibility, it exists i
such that v∈ cone(vi ; vi+1), hence v= vi+vi+1 with ; ¿0 and +6k+1. If ¿1,
v= vi+(−1)vi+vi+1 with −1; ¿0 and −1+6k. So v∈EX(V)⊕CH(kV).
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Fig. 3. distV and distV′ for two neighborhoods V and V′ with same convex hull.
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Fig. 4. CH(V)⊕P=EX(V)⊕P.
Similarly, if ¿1, v∈EX(V)⊕CH(kV). Finally, if ¡1 and ¡1 then v∈CH(2V).
Hence, by choosing a k large enough such that CH(2V)⊂EX(V)⊕CH(kV), we may
conclude.
From Fact 1 we get the following simulation.
Proposition 1. Let V be a neighborhood of full accessibility. There exists a constant
 such that CACH(V)(T )⊆CAV(T + ).
Proof. Let P⊂Z2 be a Enite set such that CH(V)⊕P=EX(V)⊕P. Let A be
a CA with CH(V) as a neighborhood. We specify a CA B with neighborhood V,
which after a preprocessing of  steps, is able to simulate the CA A in “real time”. The
preparatory phase consists in recording, for every cell c the content of c⊕P in c. It
requires a Enite number of steps equal to max(distV(u) : u∈P). That sets the constant:
= max(distV(u) : u∈P). Next we show by induction on t, that 〈c; t + 〉B=
{〈c + p; t〉A : p∈P}. According the preparatory phase, for t=0, we get 〈c; 〉B=
{〈c+ p; 0〉A : p∈P}. Further as the neighborhood of B is V, 〈c; t +1+ 〉B receives
the content of the sites {〈c + v; t + 〉B : v∈V}. Then by induction hypothesis, it re-
ceives the content of {〈c+ v+ p; t〉A : v∈V; p∈P}. Now according the choice of P
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we have CH(V)⊕P=V⊕P and {〈c+ v+ p; t〉A : v∈V; p∈P}= {〈c+ v+ p; t〉A :
v∈CH(V); p∈P}. Moreover, CH(V) is the neighborhood of A, so {〈c+ v+p; t〉A :
v∈CH(V); p∈P} contains all the required information to compute the set of states
{〈c + p; t + 1〉A : p∈P}.
Corollary 1. Let V and V′ be two neighborhoods with full accessibility such that
CH(V)=CH(V′) then V and V′ are time-wise equivalent.
Remark 1. The neighborhood {(−1;−1); (−1; 1); (1; 1); (1;−1); (−1; 0); (0; 0)} is time-
wise equivalent to the Moore neighborhood. (The neighbor (−1; 0) and (0; 0) ensures
full accessibility.)
Hence in the sequel, we may only consider convex neighborhoods (V=CH(V)).
To compare them, we will examine their extremities (EX(V)).
4. Linear acceleration
To investigate computation ability, an immediate question concerns linear accelera-
tion of the running time. In dimension 1, Ibarra et al. [4] established that for any k ∈N,
a language recognized in time n+T (n) by a CA with neighborhood V= {−1; 0; 1} is
also recognized in time n+T (n)=k by another CA with neighborhood V= {−1; 0; 1}.
Mazoyer et al. [6] extended the result to CA with arbitrary neighborhoods V= {−r; : : : ;
0; : : : ; r} and provided a direct proof with CA. They combined a grouping CA which
compresses the initial conEguration into an input where the symbols are grouped k by
k with a CA which computes k times faster on this grouped input. We shortly recall
how this procedure works. Fig. 5 portraits the speed-up for a CA A with neighborhood
V= {−1; 0; 1} and k =3. One can construct a CA B which recognizes the compressed
inputs k times faster, by grouping k by k the cells of the CA A. In other part, there
exists a grouping process which maps the input into a compressed input on the line
$= {(c; g(c)) : c∈N} with g(c)= +(k− 1)c. In this way, one can stick together the
grouping CA with a twisted variant of the accelerated CA B to obtain the desired CA.
Here, we will generalize this construction to 2CA. Actually, we do not succeed to
obtain linear acceleration for all neighborhoods, but for a wide class which includes
the classic ones. We will show that CAV(rtV + T )⊂CAV(rtV + T=k) for any k
and any neighborhood V with at most an extremum in the interior to the Erst quad-
rant (|EX(V)∩N2+|61). Section 4.1 gives the two-dimensional counterpart of the
accelerated CA B. Section 4.2 shows the grouping process. Section 4.3 combines the
grouping process with the accelerated CA. This general process uniEes the two al-
gorithms presented in [9] for linear acceleration with Moore neighborhood and Von
Neumann neighborhood.
4.1. The weak form
This section presents how to group initially the cells in order to speed the compu-
tation by a factor k. The way cells are packed depends on the neighborhood. First of
all we need the following technical tool. See Fig. 6 for a visual interpretation.
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Fig. 5. Linear acceleration in dimension 1.
Fact 2. Let V be a neighborhood with full accessibility. For any integer k, there
exists a 1nite set P⊂Z2 such that P⊕CH(kV)=P⊕ kCH(V).
Proof. As possible candidate for P, we suggest CH(rV) with r a positive integer.
Moreover we suppose r large enough to ensure that CH(rV)⊕ kCH(V) is a convex
polygon. Now remark that P⊕CH(kV)=CH((r+k)V). Besides (r+k)V ⊂CH(rV)
⊕ kCH(V). Finally viewing the respective convex hulls, we get P⊕CH(kV)⊂P⊕
kCH(V).
Fact 2 allows us to make the simulation formalized in the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let A=(SA;V; A) be a CA with neighborhood V of full accessi-
bility. For any k, there exists a 1nite set P⊂Z2 and a CA B=(S |P|A ;V; B) with
the same neighborhood V such that provided at time 0 each site of B contains a
group of |P| sites of A:
〈d; 0〉B = [〈c; 0〉A : c ∈ k{d} ⊕P]
then at each step, B can compute k steps of A:
〈d; t〉B = [〈c; kt〉A : c ∈ k{d} ⊕P] for all positive integer t:
Proof. The proof is by induction on t. It is true for t=0. Assume the proposi-
tion holds for integer up to t. Remark that the site (d; t + 1)B can read the states
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Fig. 6. P⊕CH(kV)=P⊕ kCH(V).
[〈d′; t〉B : d′ ∈{d}⊕CH(V)]. So by hypothesis of recurrence, (d; t + 1)B knows the
states [〈c′; kt〉A : c′ ∈ k{d′}⊕P; d′ ∈{d}⊕CH(V)]= [〈c′; kt〉A : c′ ∈ k{d}⊕ kCH(V)
⊕P]. By choosing P as in Fact 2, (d; t+1)B knows the states [〈c′; kt〉A : c′ ∈ k{d}⊕
P⊕CH(kV)]= [〈c′; kt〉A : c′ ∈{c}⊕CH(kV); c∈ k{d}⊕P]. With the help of
A, (d; t + 1)B can compute [A(〈c′; kt〉A : c′ ∈{c}⊕CH(kV)) : c∈ k{d}⊕P] =
[〈c; k(t + 1)〉A : c∈ k{d}⊕P].
4.2. The grouping process
Moreover to have an optimal computation speed-up, one must not lose time during
the grouping process. The purpose of the grouping process is to pack the cells kd⊕P
into cell d. Hence it requires Erst a constant number  of steps to record kd⊕P on
kd (this constant  satisEes P⊂CH(V)). Second, it needs at least distV((k − 1)d)
steps to send kd towards d. So the best compression time is g(d)= +distV((k−1)d).
Actually, we will not succeed to group in this minimal time for all the neighborhoods
but for the neighborhoods V with at most an extremum in the interior to the Erst
quadrant (|EX(V)∩N2+|61). Fact 3 characterizes the surface $= {(d; distV(kd)) :
d∈N2} for k large enough using a “diFusion process”.
Fact 3. Let V a neighborhood with full accessibility. For an in1nite number of inte-
gers k, there exists a CA with V neighborhood which characterizes the set of sites
$= {(d; distV(kd)) : d∈N2}.
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Proof. Let V∩N2 be the set of neighbors in the Erst quadrant. Consider an integer
k which fulElls the two following conditions, for all d∈CH(V)∩N2:
(1) kV(d) is an integer;
(2) distV(−d)6kV(d).
In this way, for all d∈CH(V)∩N2, there exist kd = kV(d) neighbors v1d ; : : : ; vkdd
such that −d= v1d + · · · + vkdd . Note that each neighbor v speciEes an elementary
move (−v; 1) in the space-time diagram. Hence the sequence of elementary moves
(−v1d ; 1); : : : ; (−vkdd ; 1) speciEes a move (d; kd)= (d; kV(d))= (d; distV(kd)). The dif-
fusion proceeds in this way. From the cell 0 at time 0, the moves (d; kd), for all
d∈CH(V)∩N2, are initiated. They mark the set of sites {(d; distV(kd)) : d∈CH(V)
∩N2}. Then from the set of sites {(d; distV(kd)) : d∈ (CH(rV)∩N2)\CH((r −
1)V)}, the moves (d; k), for all d∈EX(V)∩N2, are initiated. They mark the set
of sites {(d; distV(kd)) : d∈ (CH((r + 1)V)∩N2)\CH(rV)}. By iteration, this pro-
cess characterizes the set $.
This fact allows to conclude that for any constant  and an inEnite number of
integers k the surface $= {(d; g(d)) : d∈N2} with g(d)= +distV((k − 1)d) can be
characterized by a CA with neighborhood V.
Now in Fact 4 we intend to control the move of the data towards $. The diMculty
is that a cell has no information about its position until it receives signals coming from
the north border or the west border.
Fact 4. Let V be a neighborhood with full accessibility such that |EX(V)∩N2+|61.
For an in1nite number of integers k and any 1nite set P there exists a CA G with
neighborhood V which groups the input on the surface $= {(d; g(d)) : d∈N2} with
g(d)= + distV((k − 1)d) as follows:
(d; g(d))G contains the states [〈d′; 0〉G : d′ ∈ k{d} ⊕P]:
Proof. As the case EX(V)∩N2+ = is similar, we just consider the case |EX(V)∩
N2+|=1. Let e this unique extremum in the interior to the Erst quadrant. By symmetry
it suMces to describe the moves towards the cone(e; f) where f is the next extremum
following e in the counterclockwise order. Notice that xe¿0, xeyf − xfye¿0 because
of the counterclockwise order and xf¡0 because of full accessibility. Assume that
k − 1 is a multiple of xe(xe − xf) and also a multiple of xeyf − xfye. In this way for
any c∈ cone(e; f), (k − 1)V(c)= (k − 1)((yf − ye)xc + (xe − xf)yc)=(xeyf − xfye) is
integer and equal to distV((k − 1)c). First note that the following Elter R= {(a; b; ) :
a∈{0; : : : ; xe − 1}; b∈N}⊕{u(xe; ye; k − 1) : u∈N} can be set up. It is achieved via
signals which start from the xe Erst northern rows at step  and which run in direction
e performing each move e in k − 1 steps. Moreover, each cell d=(i; j) records the
content of the cells d⊕P in a constant number of steps  then it is sent at maximal
speed in direction −e. Provided the sites are marked at every move −(k − 1)=xee,
the line Ld = {(i; j; )}⊕{s(k − 1)=xe(−xe;−ye; 1) : s∈N} is characterized. Further Ld
meets the Elter R on the site (i=k; j− ((k−1)=xe)(i=k)ye; ((k−1)=xe)i=k+) if and only
if i is a multiple of k. (Take s= i=k and u=(i=k − a)=xe with a≡ i=k(xe).) From this
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meeting Ld ∩R, a signal starts and runs at maximal speed towards the east; that means
it performs each move xf e− xef in xe − xf steps. So it follows the line Md = {(i=k; j−
((k − 1)=xe)(i=k)ye + t(xfye − xeyf); ((k − 1)=xe)i=k + t(xe − xf) + ) : t ∈N}. Now Md
and $= {(x; y; distV((k− 1)(x; y))+ ) : x; y∈N} intersect if x= i=k; y= j− ((k− 1)
=xe)(i=k)ye+ t(xfye−xeyf) and distV((k−1)(x; y))+=((k−1)=xe)i=k+ t(xe−xf)+.
Hence t=(distV((k−1)(x; y)))=(xe−xf)−((k−1)=(xe(xe−xf)))i=k and ky= j. Therefore
Md and $ intersect at the site (i=k; j=k; distV((k − 1)(i=k; j=k))+ ) if and only if i and
j are multiple of k.
4.3. The strong form
In this section the two previous CA are combined in order to construct a CA which
performs linear acceleration.
Proposition 3. LetV be a neighborhood with full accessibility such that |EX(V)∩N2+|
61. Let A be a CA with neighborhood V. For an in1nite number of integers k and
any 1nite set P such that P⊕CH(kV)=P⊕ kCH(V), there exists a CA C with
neighborhood V such that provided at time 0, A and C are in the same con1guration
de1ned by some input picture p of size (m; n):
〈c; 0〉C = 〈c; 0〉A =
{
p(c) if c ∈ [m; n];
# else;
then C simulates the behavior of A in this way:
the site (d; f(d; t))C contains the states [〈c; kt〉A : c ∈ k{d} ⊕P] for all t ∈ N;
where f is a function from N2 ×N into N de1ned recursively:
f(d; 0) = g(d) with g(d)= + distV((k − 1)d);
f(d; t + 1)=1 + max(f(d′; t) : d′ ∈ ({d}⊕CH(V))∩ [m=k; n=k]):
Proof. The proof is by induction on t. Remark that V veriEes |EX(V)∩N2+|61.
According Fact 4, with such a neighborhood, there exists a CA C which performs a
grouping process and packs at site (d; g(d))C the states [〈c; 0〉A : c∈ k{d}⊕P]. By
deEnition of f, f(d; 0)= g(d) and hence the proposition is true for t=0. We suppose
the proposition true up to t. Consider that on the CA C, the content of the cells d is
sent to all their neighbors immediately after every tth computation i.e. at time f(d; t)
if t¿0 or at time g(d) if t=0 (recall (d; g(d))C is marked). In this way we could
verify as in Proposition 1 that at time 1 + max(f(d′; t) : d′ ∈{d}⊕CH(V)), the cell
d get all the required informations to compute [〈c; kt〉A : c∈ k{d}⊕P] for all t ∈N.
Moreover, since V is of full accessibility, there exists a constant r such that for any
immediate neighbor c of d (c∈{d}⊕V), d is a neighbor of c with rank at most r
(d∈{c}⊕CH(rV)). Thus the number of “super” states of each neighbor recorded at
any time in d is bounded by the constant r+1. Finally remark that we do not mind to
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lose some constant delay, so we may assume that every cell knows from the beginning
whether it is a border cell. In this way after the grouping process, only neighbors
d′ ∈ [m=k; n=k] are involved.
Corollary 2. Let V be a neighborhood with full accessibility such that |EX(V)∩N2+|
61. For any CA A with neighborhood V which recognizes the language L in time
rtV + T , there exists a CA C with neighborhood V which recognizes the language
L in time rtV + T=k.
Proof. First remark that with f deEned as in Proposition 3, we have by induc-
tion f(0; t)= t +max(g(d) : d∈CH(tV)∩ [m=k; n=k]). Hence for t¿rtV(m; n), we get
f(0; t)= t + max(g(d) : d∈ [m=k; n=k])= t + (k − 1)rtV(m; n)=k. Further if A recog-
nizes the language L in time rtV + T then on input picture p∈L of size (m; n),
the cell 0 enters an accepting state in at most rtV(m; n) + T (m; n) steps. A fortiori
〈0; k(rtV(m; n)+T (m; n))=k〉A is an accepting state. Therefore according Proposition
3, there exists a CA C which computes 〈0; k(rtV(m; n) + T (m; n))=k〉A on cell 0 at
time f(0; (rtV(m; n)+T (m; n))=k)= (rtV(m; n)+T (m; n))=k+(k−1)rtV(m; n)=k6
1 + rtV(m; n) + T (m; n)=k.
5. Neighborhood reduction
In this section we try to compare simulation capabilities between diFerent neigh-
borhoods. Clearly what is recognizable by a neighborhood V is also recognizable by
any other convex neighborhood V′ with full accessibility. More precisely, for any c
such that V⊂CH(cV′), we get CAV(T )⊂CAV′(cT ); in particular for two neigh-
borhoods with full accessibility V and V′, ltCAV= ltCAV′ . Indeed, each evolution
step of some CA A with V neighborhood can be mimicked in c steps by some other
CA B with V′ neighborhood. Actually, if the CA B mimics in c steps, one step
of an accelerated version of the CA A, it would provide a better time complexity.
Therefore the idea is to exploit the linear acceleration described in Section 4. Recall
that it only works for neighborhoods V with at most an extremum in the interior to
the Erst quadrant. Notice that with two such neighborhoods which admit linear accel-
eration, if rtCAV⊂ rtCAV′ then CAV(rtV + T )⊂CAV′(rtV′ + T ). In particular, two
neighborhoods which admit linear acceleration, are time-wise equivalent if and only if
rtCAV= rtCAV′ . Now we will reduce the behavior of a CA with V neighborhood to
the behavior of a CA with V′ neighborhood in rewriting the construction of Proposi-
tion 3. In the following corollary, cells are packed according V; they are sent towards
the surface $= {(d;  + distV′((k − 1)d)) : d∈N2} with the velocities determined by
V′; then the time of the simulation depends on both V and V′.
Corollary 3. Let V and V′ be two neighborhoods with full accessibility such that
|EX(V′)∩N2+|61. Let A be a CA with neighborhood V. For an in1nite number
of integers k and any 1nite set P with P⊕CH(kV)=P⊕ kCH(V), there exists a
CA C with neighborhood V′ such that provided at time 0, A and C are in the same
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con1guration de1ned by some input picture p of size (m; n):
〈c; 0〉C = 〈c; 0〉A =
{
p(c) if c ∈ [m; n];
] else;
then C simulates the behavior of A in this way:
the site (d; f(d; t))C contains the states [〈c; kt〉A : c ∈ k{d} ⊕P] for all t ∈ N:
where f is a function from N2 ×N into N de1ned recursively:
f(d; 0) = + distV′((k − 1)d);
f(d; t + 1)=max(f(d+v; t)+distV′(v) : v∈CH(V) and d+v ∈ [m=k; n=k]):
At this point, the diMculty is to evaluate the function f. It can be done for particular
cases as in the following fact.
Fact 5. rtCAMoore⊂ rtCAV1 , where V1 = {(1; 1); (−1; 0); (0;−1); (0; 0)}.
Proof. With V=VMoore and V′=V1, the function f deEned in the previous corol-
lary, satisEes
f(d; t)6
{
+ 3kt if t6min(xd; yd);
+ 2kt + k min(xd; yd) if t ¿ min(xd; yd):
The approximation is rough but it simpliEes the proof which we omit. Now consider
a language L recognized in real time by a CA A with Moore neighborhood. That
means the CA A determines whether the input picture p of size (m; n) belongs to L
before time rtMoore(m; n) + 2= max(m; n) + 2, with 2 some constant. Hence according
Corollary 3, on the CA C with V1 neighborhood, the result is get on cell 0 before time
f(0; (max(m; n)+2)=k)6+2k(max(m; n)+2)=k62max(m; n)+′= rtV1 (m; n)+′
with ′ some constant.
In the same vein, we investigate the case of neighborhoods V with no extremum in
the interior to the Erst quadrant.
Proposition 4. LetV′ a convex neighborhood with full accessibility such that EX(V′)
∩N2+ =. Let e′; f ′ ∈EX(V′) the two consecutive extrema which encompass the 1rst
quadrant. Let V a neighborhood with EX(V)∩N2+ = and e; f ∈EX(V) the two
consecutive extrema which encompass the 1rst quadrant. If V ful1lls the following
conditions:
• e and f belong to the cone (e′; f ′);
• for all v∈CH(V)\cone(e; f) with xv¿0 and yv¡0 (resp. yv¿0 and xv¡0), it
exists a neighbor u∈V∩ cone(e; f) such that xu6xv (resp. yu6yv) and xv∇′x +
yv
∇′y
6 xu∇′x +
yu
∇′y ;
then rtCAV⊂ rtCAV′ .
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Proof. First we show by recurrence on t, that for any d∈ [m=k; n=k], f(d; t)6max(f(d
+ w; 0) + distV′(w) :w∈CH(tV)∩ cone(e; f) and d + w∈ [m=k; n=k]). It is true for
t=0. We suppose the proposition true up to t. So f(d; t + 1)= max(f(d + v; t) +
distV′(v) : v∈CH(V) and d+v∈ [m=k; n=k])= max(f(d+w+v; 0)+distV′w+distV′(v)
:w∈CH(tV)∩ cone(e; f); v∈CH(V) and d+w+v∈ [m=k; n=k]). Now observe that for
k large enough and for all v∈CH(V)\cone(e; f), it exists a neighbor u∈V∩ cone(e; f)
such that (k − 1)xv=∇′x + (k − 1)yv=∇′y + distV′(v)6(k − 1)xu=∇′x + (k − 1)yu=∇′y +
distV′(u). Indeed in case of v is such that xv; yv¡0, take u= 0; in case of v is such
that xv¿0 and yv¡0 (resp. yv¿0 and xv¡0), take u which is given by the hypothesis.
In other word for all v =∈ cone(e; f), it exists u∈ cone(e; f) such that f(d+w+ v; 0) +
distV′(v)= (k−1)(xd+xw+xv)=∇′x+(k−1)(yd+yw+yv)=∇′y+distV′(v)6(k−1)(xd+
xw + xu)=∇′x + (k − 1)(yd + yw + yu)=∇′y + distV′(u)=f(d + w + u; 0) + distV′(u). It
follows that f(d; t +1)= max(f(d+w+ v; 0) + distV′(w) + distV′(v) :w∈CH(tV)∩
cone(e; f); v∈CH(V)∩ cone(e; f); d+w+v∈ [m=k; n=k]). Besides, as e and f belong to
the cone (e′; f ′), it ensures that v and w belong to the cone (e′; f ′). Hence distV′(v) +
distV′(w)= distV′(v + w). Therefore f(d; t+1)6max(f(d+w; 0)+distV′(w) :w∈CH
((t + 1)V)∩ cone(e; f) and d + w∈ [m=k; n=k]).
Finally consider a language L recognized in real time by a CA A with neigh-
borhood V. That means the CA A determines whether the input picture p of size
(m; n) belongs to L before time rtV(m; n) + 2, with 2 some constant. Hence according
Corollary 3, on the CA C with V′ neighborhood, the result is get on cell 0 be-
fore time f(0; (rtV(m; n) + 2)=k)6max(f(w; 0) + distV′(w) : w∈CH((rtV(m; n) +
2)V)∩ cone(e; f) and w∈ [m=k; n=k])= max(distV′((k − 1)w) + distV′(w) +  :w∈
[m=k; n=k])6rtV′(m; n) + ′ with ′ some constant.
Corollary 4. LetVa convex neighborhood such that EX(V)∩N2+= and e=(∇x; 0);
f =(0;∇y)∈V. If every v∈V satis1es −16yv=∇y−xv=∇x61 then for all neighbor-
hoods V′ such that EX(V′)∩N2+ =, we have rtCAV⊂ rtCAV′ .
Proof. For any neighborhood V′ with e′; f ′ ∈EX(V′) the two extrema which en-
compass the Erst quadrant, we have e=(∇x; 0); f =(0;∇y)∈ cone(e′; f ′). Further for
all v∈V\cone(e; f) with xv¿0 and yv¡0 (resp. yv¿0 and xv¡0) the neighbor
u=(xv;−yv) (resp. u=(−xv; yv)) veriEes xu; yu¿0 and V(u)= xu=∇x+yu=∇y61. So
u belongs to V∩ cone(e; f). Further it satisEes the condition xv=∇′x + yv=∇′y¡xu=∇′x +
yu=∇′y. From Proposition 4, we conclude that rtCAV⊂ rtCAV′ .
Remark 2. The Von Neumann neighborhood and the neighborhood {(−1;−1); (1; 0);
(0; 1); (0; 0)} are time-wise equivalent. Indeed, these two neighborhoods satisfy the
hypothesis of Corollary 4.
6. Limitation
In [9], we showed that no CA with Moore neighborhood can recognize the following
language L. L={p∈{0; 1; $}∗∗ :p is of size (m; n) withm¿2(log2 n+2); n¿2(log2 m+2)
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Fig. 7. The language L.
and it exists i; j such that 16i6m=2; 16j6n=2; p(i; j)= 1; p(m; n=2 + 1)=$;
p(m; n=2)= : : : =p(m; n−log(m−i)−2)=0; p(m; n−log(m−i)−1) · · ·p(m; n−
1) is the binary notation of m − i; p(m=2 + 1; n)= $; p(m=2; n)= · · ·=
p(m− log(n− j) − 2; n)= 0; p(m− log(n− j) − 1; n) : : : p(m− 1; n) is the binary
notation of n− j}. Roughly speaking, the pictures p of size (m; n) belonging to L are
such that the last line contains the binary notation of m − i, the last column contains
the binary notation of n− j and p(i; j)= 1.
It is due to the fact that on picture of size (n; n), there only exists one path from cell
(n; n) to cell 0=(0; 0) of length at most n. So in real time the data p(n; n) interacts with
only O(n) sites involved with the result of the computation. This restricted number of
interactions will prevent to eFectively discriminate the diFerent inputs. This limitation
is common to all neighborhoods such that for some size of pictures and some data, the
paths to reach in real time the accepting cell are circumscribed by a strip of constant
thickness. Recall the speciEcation of real time given at the end of Section 3. The next
two Propositions 5 and 6 specify this kind of neighborhoods.
Proposition 5. Let V be a neighborhood with velocities ∇x and ∇y. If V admits
an extremum e=(xe; ye) such that 0¡xe6∇x and 0¡ye6∇y. Then no CA with V
neighborhood is able to recognize L in real time.
Proof. First of all remark that with such a neighborhood V, real time on pictures of
size (nxe; nye) is n. Indeed, as e=(xe; ye) is an extremum, any extremum v=(x; y) in
the cone ((∇x; 0); (xe; ye)), veriEes
∣∣∣ x−∇xy xe−∇xye
∣∣∣¿0. That is x¿∇x+(∇x−xe)y=ye = xe+
(∇x − xe)(1 + y=ye)¿xe. In a symmetric manner, any extremum v=(x; y) in the cone
((xe; ye); (0;∇y)) veriEes y¿ye. It follows that for all n∈N, rtV(nxe; nye)= n. So there
exists only one path of length at most n from (nxe; nye) to (0; 0). At this point we pro-
ceed alike in [9]. For n Exed, consider the pictures of size (nxe; nye). For such pictures
with coordinates in A= {(x; y) : 06x6nxe; 06y6nye}, we deEne a partition accord-
ing U = {(nxe; j) : nye − log(nxe=2)6j6nye}∪ {(i; nye) : nxe − log(nye=2)6i6nxe}
in two parts: the Erst part corresponds to the portion with coordinates in U and the
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second part to the portion with coordinates in A=U . If f is on A=U and g is on U ,
we denote by f⊕ g the resulting picture on A.
Assume A is a CA with V neighborhood working in real time. Then A recognizes
pictures of size (nxe; nye) in time n+ c, where c is some constant. Consider E the set
of sites which both depend upon U and aFect the result of the computation at time
n + c. For any site (c; t), we denote by Dep((c; t)) the set {(c + v; t − 1) : v∈V}
and by extent Dep(E)=
⋃
s∈E Dep(s). Note that the output of the CA depends only
on U and Dep(E)\E. Further Dep(E)\E is independent of U and the cardinality of
Dep(E)\E is in O(n log(n)) whatever the constant c. An equivalence relation related to
the CA A for the portions on A=U is deEned in this way: two portions r; s on A=U are
A-equivalent (r ∼A s) if the states sequence on Dep(E) during the evolution of A on
input r is equal to the states sequence on Dep(E) during the evolution of A on input
s. An equivalence relation related to the language L for the portions on A=U is deEned
in this way: two portions r; s on A=U are L-equivalent (r ∼L s) if for all portions u
on U we have r⊕ u∈L ⇔ s⊕ u∈L. We can show that the number of equivalence
classes of ∼L is in 2L(n2), the number of equivalence classes of ∼A is in 2O(n log(n)).
Besides if A recognizes L in real time then r ∼A s⇒ r ∼L s. Hence as the number of
equivalence classes of ∼L is of greater order than the number of equivalence classes
of ∼A, A cannot recognize L in real time.
Now we consider the case where the number of interactions is restricted for the data
p(m; 0) or p(0; n). Let L270
◦
(resp. L90
◦
) be the language obtained from L by rotation
of 270◦ (resp. 90◦) counterclockwise.
Proposition 6. Let V be a neighborhood with velocities ∇x and ∇y.
• If (0;∇y) is an extremum of V and e=(xe; ye) is an extremum of V such that
ye¿∇y and xe¿0, then no CA with V neighborhood is able to recognize L90◦ in
real time.
• If (∇x; 0) is an extremum of V and e=(xe; ye) is an extremum of V such that
xe¿∇x and ye¿0, then no CA with V neighborhood is able to recognize L270◦ in
real time.
Proof. Since the two statements are symmetric, it suMces to prove the Erst one. Among
the extrema v=(x; y) in the interior to the Erst quadrant (x; y¿0), we designate by
e=(xe; ye) this one which maximizes the second coordinates y. By hypothesis e exists
and ye¿∇y. First we need to determine some sizes (m; n) for which rtV(m; n)= n=∇y
in order to guarantee that in real time it exists only one path from cell (0; n) to
cell (0; 0). The size of relevant pictures will depend whether xe¿∇x or no: we will
consider the size (nxe; nye) if xe¡∇x and the size (n∇x; n∇y) if xe¿∇x. Let watch the
characteristics of the extrema in the following cones.
• In the cone ((xe; ye); (0;∇y))
Remark that if an extremum v=(x; y) is in the cone ((xe; ye); (0;∇y)) then it lies in
the following plane delimited by the line which passes through (xe; ye) and (0;∇y) :
(∇y − ye)x + xey¿∇yxe. So y¿∇y + (ye −∇y)x=xe and thus y¿∇y.
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• In the cone ((xe; ye); (∇x;∇y)) if xe¿∇x
In case of xe¿∇x, (∇x;∇y) follows (xe; ye) in the counterclockwise order. So for
v=(x; y) in the cone ((xe; ye); (∇x;∇y); ), we get
∣∣∣ xy ∇x∇y
∣∣∣¿0. That is x∇y¿y∇x. As
y¿∇y we have x¿∇x.
• In the cone ((∇x; 0); (xe; ye))
If an extremum v=(x; y) lies in the cone ((∇x; 0); (xe; ye)) then it lies in the fol-
lowing plane: yex + (∇x − xe)y¿∇xye. This inequality can be rewritten in this
way: x¿∇x + (xe − ∇x)y=ye. So in case of xe¿∇x, it entails x¿∇x. In other
part the previous inequality can also be expressed in this way: x¿xe + (∇x − xe)
(ye − y)=ye. Recall that by designation of the extremum e, ye¿y for all extrema
v=(x; y) in the interior to the Erst quadrant. So in case of ∇x¿xe, it follows
that x¿xe. In brief if an extremum v=(x; y) is in the cone ((∇x; 0); (xe; ye)) then
x¿min(∇x; xe).
Following these considerations, it results that if xe¡∇x then rtV(nxe; nye)= nye=∇y and
if xe¿∇x then rtV(n∇x; n∇y)= n. The rest of the proof is as in the previous proposi-
tion with the slightly modiEcations: if xe¡∇x, we consider pictures of size (nxe; nye)
and the partition is done according U = {(0; j) : nye− log(nxe=2)6j6nye}∪ {(i; nye) :
06i6 log(nye=2)} and if xe¿∇x, we consider pictures of size (n∇x; n∇y) and the
partition is done according U = {(0; j) : n∇y − log(n∇x=2)6j6n∇y}∪ {(i; n∇y) :
06i6 log(n∇y=2)}.
It is known that L is recognized in real time with the Von Neumann neighborhood
and thus L; L90
◦
; L270
◦
are recognized in linear time by any neighborhood with full
accessibility. We could also verify that L90
◦
and L270
◦
are recognizable in real time by
Von Neumann neighborhood. This implies the following hierarchy between real time
and linear time.
Corollary 5. Let V be a neighborhood with velocities ∇x and ∇y. If V ful1lls one
of these three conditions:
• V admits an extremum (xv; yv) such that 0¡xv6∇x and 0¡yv6∇y.
• Among the extrema of V, there are (∇x; 0) and e=(xe; ye) such that xe¿∇x and
ye¿0.
• Among the extrema of V, there are (0;∇y) and e=(xe; ye) such that ye¿∇y and
xe¿0.
Then rtCAV⊆ ltCAV and rtCAVN\rtCAV =.
Remark 3. The inclusion given in Fact 5 is strict: rtCAMoore ( rtCAV1 . Indeed L is
recognizable in real time with the neighborhood V1.
7. Hierarchy
This section is independent of neighborhood consideration. Indeed we will deal with
high complexity classes for which all neighborhoods are time-wise equivalent. For this
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reason, in the sequel, we consider only the Von Neumann neighborhood. To inves-
tigate hierarchy between time complexities of bounded 2CA, we will consider space
complexities. With bounded computation, a 2CA works in space at most the area of
the input. Moreover, as it will be shown in Fact 6, a CA which works in time f
can be simulated with a stack in space f. So far a linear time CA can be simulated
in space equal to the perimeter of the input. This space ratio of perimeter to area
will entail strict inclusion relationships between low and high complexity classes of
two-dimensional CA.
Proposition 7. Let T1 and T2 be two functions from N2 into N. If T1(n; n) and
T2(n; n) are space constructible functions, T1(n; n)¿2n, T2(n; n)62cn
2
and T1(n; n)∈
o(log(T2(n; n))) then 2CA(T2)\2CA(T1) =.
Proof. The proof will consist in coming down to space hierarchy between classes
of one-dimensional languages. For that purpose, let deEne the transformation P which
maps a one-dimensional language into a two-dimensional language. A word w of length
n will correspond to a picture P(w) of size (√n; √n) written in a square in
snakelike order: the letters are written from left to right and from right to left and
the last line is completed with √n2 − n blank symbols . For instance, the word
w= a1 · · · a14 is mapped into the picture P(w) =
a1 a2 a3 a4
a8 a7 a6 a5
a9 a10 a11 a12
  a14 a13
.
We denote by f1 and f2 two functions from N to N such that f1(n)=T1(
√
n; √n),
f1(n)∈ o(f2(n)) and f2(n)∈ o(log(T2(
√
n;
√
n)). By the hypothesis on T1 and T2, such
functions exist. Moreover as f2(n)¿ log(n) and f1(n)∈ o(f2(n)), it results from Tur-
ing space hierarchy that DSpace(f2)( DSpace(f1) (where DSpace(f) denotes the class
of languages recognized by Turing machines with at most space f). Now consider a
language L∈DSpace(f2)\DSpace(f1) and P(L) its two-dimensional counterpart. We
will show in Fact 6 that L =∈DSpace(f1) implies P(L) =∈ 2CA(T1). And it will be set in
Fact 7 that L∈DSpace(f2) implies P(L)∈ 2CA(T2). Hence P(L)∈ 2CA(T2)\2CA(T1).
It remains to establish the two used Facts 6 and 7.
Fact 6. Let T1 be a function from N2 to N such that T1(n; n) is a space con-
structible function and T1(n; n)¿2n. Let f1 be a function from N to N de1ned by
f1(n)=T1(
√
n; √n). If P(L)∈ 2CA(T1) then L∈DSpace(f1).
Proof. Let L be a one-dimensional language and P(L) be its two-dimensional counter-
part. We assume that P(L) is recognized in time T1 by a 2CA A. So a picture P(w) of
size (√n; √n) belongs to P(L) if 〈(0; 0); T1(
√
n; √n)〉A is an accepted state.
If we do not mind the time complexity, the state 〈(0; 0); T1(
√
n; √n)〉A can be
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computed by the following recursive algorithm:
state(C(i,j),t)
if i<0 or i >= n or j<0 or j> = n return #
if t = 0 return p(i,j)
return delta(state(C(i,j),t-1),state(C(i+1,j),t-1),
state(C(i,j+1),t-1), state(C(i-1,j),t-1),state(C(i,j-1),t-1))
Remark the regular structure of the recursive call tree associated to this procedure:
the sequence of recursive calls depends only on √n and f1(n)=T1(
√
n; √n).
Now consider the iterative implementation with the following stack. Each stack element
represents the nodes to be examined and the states of their sibling nodes already
evaluated. Due to the regular structure of the recursive call tree in the course of the
algorithm, it is needless to record in the stack the parameters of the recursive calls
but only the sibling rank of the nodes to be examined and the states of their sibling
nodes already evaluated. Besides the stack, we use indexes which record the calling
parameters of the current node; these indexes can be updated in adequate manner at
each push or pop on the stack.
In term of space requirement, the stack will hold for each node of the branch tra-
versed its rank and the states of its precedent siblings, that are constant bounded;
further all branch of the trees are linearly bounded by the depth of the recursive call
tree: i.e. it is in O(f1(n)). The calling parameters i and j require space log(n) and
t requires space log(f1(n)). Further 
√
n and by hypothesis f1(n)=T1(
√
n; √n)
are space constructible.
So we may conclude that the space requirement is bounded in space O(f1(n)).
Fact 7. Let T2 be a function from N2 to N such that n6T2(n; n)62cn
2
. Let f2 be
a function from N to N such that f2(n)¿ log(n) and f2(n)∈ o(log(T2(
√
n;
√
n)). If
L∈DSpace(f2) then P(L)∈ 2CA(T2).
Proof. By hypothesis L∈DSpace(f2) and f2¿ log(n) then there exists a constant
c such that L∈DTimeSpace(2cf 2 ; f2); that means L is recognized by a Turing ma-
chine with both time bounded by 2cf 2 and space bounded by f2. Then according the
simulation of Turing machine by one-dimensional CA described by Smith ([7]), L
is recognized by a 1CA with running time O(2cf 2 ) and space bounded by the in-
put space as f2 ∈ o(n). From the simulation described in [9] (Proposition 3) where
a two-dimensional CA mimics the behavior of a one-dimensional CA, it follows that
P(L) is recognized by a 2CA in bounded space and bounded time T (n; n) where
T (n; n)∈O(2cf 2 ). A fortiori P(L)∈ 2CA(T2).
Remark 4. The hierarchy can be extended to higher dimensions. Although it is not
tight. To improve it, it must be as diMcult as the famous question in dimension 1
(cf. [2]): for bounded computation is real time 1CA less powerful than any time 1CA?
Recall that the class of languages recognized in any time and space bounded by the
input is the Turing class DSpace(n) ([7]). On the other hand, the known simulations
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of real time 1CA by deterministic Turing machine require space n (in particular a sim-
ulation by a stack as presented in Fact 6). For these reasons diagonalization arguments
seem to be of no help.
8. Conclusion
A current question is the tradeoF between the neighborhood size and the size of the
set of states [3,5]. In the simulations presented here, we pack together cells without
paying attention to the increase in the number of states. In this context, what are the
good tessalations to avoid overlapping and to minimize the set of states?
Concerning the reduction between the two classic neighborhoods, we know that
rtCAVN\rtCAMoore =, but is rtCAMoore ( rtCAVN ?
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